
NOTRE Summer School - Lecture summaries  

Monday 25 June 

10:00 – 11:00 Opening, Welcome Introduction 

(Constantine Stephanidis, Margherita Antona)  

Welcome and introduction to the theme of the Summer School, brief presentations of 

FORTH-ICS, the activities and research interests of the Human-Computer Interaction Lab, 

and the Ambient Intelligence Programme.  

 

11:30 – 12:30  

Social Computing in the context of Smart Cities apps and Services  

(Asterios Leonidis, FORTH-ICS) 

Modern cities have a huge impact in social and economic life but also on the environment, 

worldwide. The need for solutions which enable high-quality urban services and sustainable 

and eco-friendly urban development while at the same time cater for the citizens’ well-being 

has coupled with new technological advances, to create the concept of “smart cities”.  

This lecture will introduce the main definitions of the “smart city” concept, looking not only 

at the technological components but also at people and community needs, and how these 

are addressed. It will present the main theoretical considerations and state of the art on 

Smart Cities, including Big Data (processes & platforms facilitating Smart Cities, Design 

Guidelines, Challenges & Examples, tools and standards), introduce issues of Human context 

sensing, mobility services, as well as a “design toolbox”  for Smart Cities apps and services, 

with practical applications and examples.   

12:30 – 13:30  

Evaluation issues in Social Computing (Stavroula Ntoa, FORTH-ICS) 

Evaluation is a core concern in HCI, with the concepts of technology acceptance, usability 

and user experience (UX) evaluation constituting the focus of many research efforts that aim 

to provide answers to what makes a technology usable, acceptable, and the entire 

experience of using it positive. Social computing, being at the intersection of social 

behaviour and computational systems, adds novel challenges and requirements with regard 

to evaluation.  This lecture will: (i) provide an overview of fundamental evaluation concepts, 

methods, and models, (ii) discuss key factors motivating user participation and eventually 

user acceptance of social computing systems and (iii) summarize evaluation concerns and 

challenges with regard to social computing. 

 

Tuesday 26 June 

10:00 – 11:00  

Smart decision making: Involving citizens online 

 (Stefan Marschall, UDUS) 



Smart cities need smart people. In the last years, the idea of involving not only politicians, 

experts and interest groups in municipal decision-making but also citizens has been heavily 

promoted – under labels such as “Crowdlaw” or in general as “citizen participation”. The 

Internet is perceived as providing new avenues for involving those who are directly affected 

by decisions more intensively and efficiently. However, empirical evidence indicates that 

some of the euphoric expectations could not have been met in practice. The lecture 

discusses the potentials and limits of integrating citizens online into processes of local 

decision-making, e.g. by turning to examples of local citizen engagement such as “Online 

Participatory Budgeting”. The discussion might help to identify the factors that can 

contribute to a constructive and sustainable involvement of citizens online. 

11:30 – 12:30  

Big data for situational awareness and decision making: Design issues and approaches 

(Paloma Diaz, UC3M) 

One of the main challenges of the smart city is to envision ways to deal with huge quantities 

of heterogeneous data in order to understand specific situations and inform decisions. 

Information analytics algorithms provide intelligent support to interpret and detect patterns 

in data, but before analyzing information we need to understand who will interpret them, 

why, where and how. Interaction and visualization are key design challenges that can 

determine the effectiveness of the visualization. In this lecture we will focus on design issues 

and approaches to design such effective and useful tools to interact with and visualize big 

data by following a goal centered approach focusing on two use cases: visualization of data 

on the smart electrical grid and integration of social networks information in crisis 

management. 

12:30 – 13:30  

Detecting outliers in functional data for social networks and smart cities  

(Antonio Fernandez Anta, iMdea) 

Billions of users interact intensively every day via Online Social Networks (OSNs) such as 

Facebook, Twitter, or Google+. This makes OSNs an invaluable source of information, and 

channel of actuation, for sectors like advertising, marketing, or politics. To get the most of 

OSNs, analysts need to identify influential users that can be leveraged for promoting 

products, distributing messages, or improving the image of companies. In this report we 

propose a new unsupervised method, Massive Unsupervised Outlier Detection (MUOD), 

based on outliers detection, for providing support in the identification of influential users. 

MUOD is scalable, and can hence be used in large OSNs. Moreover, it labels the outliers as of 

shape, magnitude, or amplitude, depending of their features. This allows classifying the 

outlier users in multiple different classes, which are likely to include different types of 

influential users. Applying MUOD to a subset of roughly 400 million Google+ users, it has 

allowed identifying and discriminating automatically sets of outlier users, which present 

features associated to different definitions of influential users, like capacity to attract 

engagement, capacity to attract a large number of followers, or high infection capacity. 

Then, MUOD is applied to data from cities to show its applicability to smart city problems. 

 



Friday 29 June 

 

10:00 – 11:00 User Experience in Smart city apps & services: Challenges and considerations 

(Rajiv Arjan, Google UK) 

How does a product team based in the US build a new experience for people that are over 

12,000 kilometers away? This talk will provide insights and reflections into how the Google 

Maps team created a new experience tailored for two-wheelers, for countries like India and 

Indonesia, where two-wheeler transportation vastly outnumbers cars. Through field 

research, empathy building , and working together with local communities, this process 

helped product teams better connect and relate to users, ultimately creating a more 

inclusive experience. 

11:30 – 12:30  

Social Computing: Considerations for Smart Urban Planning  

(Panayiotis Zafeiris, Andreas Papallas CUT) 

Social Computing and Smart Cities are a novel research field in Urban and Regional Planning 

and often intersect. In this lecture we will explore ICT's relationship to city-making, 

especially in relation to public engagement and participation. ICT applications, whether 

offline or online, however broadly defined, become an interface between the abstract 

decision-making and material city-making. The principles underlying this area of research are 

simple: information and communication technologies consist of systems that support self-

organization; cities function as self-organizing systems; technology can be used to organise 

cities. ICT therefore can bring together a diversity of stakeholders and agents in a realm of 

collaboration or productive conflict where design aspirations for the city are revealed and 

popularly informed policies are generated. We will look at three examples of such 

applications, two from Cyprus and one from the Netherlands; a board game, an online 

platform and an interactive installation, in an effort to make sense of the methods and 

approaches to involving the public in the decision-making process for city planning, revealing 

opportunities for multi-disciplinary collaborations and questioning what the future in this 

field might be. The talk will be followed by a discussion under the theme “Social Computing: 

Considerations for Smart Cities”. 

12:30 – 13:30 Closing remarks  


